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Abstract: The following paper introduces the work conducted to create a relative virtual mouse
based on the interpretation of head movements and face gesture through a low cost camera and
the optical flow of the images. This virtual device is designed specifically as an alternative noncontact pointer for people with mobility impairments in the upper extremities and reduced head
control. The proposed virtual device was compared with a conventional mouse, a touchpad and
a digital joystick. Validation results show performances close to a digital joystick but far away
from a conventional mouse.
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Introduction

Currently the mouse is the most popular input device used in computers, providing
access to computers and the capabilities of internet. In this work a new relative virtual
mouse specifically designed to deal with some accessibility problems faced by people
with mobility impairments in the upper extremities and reduced head control is
presented. This relative virtual mouse is designed as a non-contact alternative to
digital or button based joysticks [Casas, 06] used by some people with disabilities to
interact with computers [Mauri, 06]. The idea of this virtual device was suggested by
some therapist as a pointer alternative for people with reduced head control. The word
relative means that the user gives direction orders to the pointer in the screen whereas
acceleration and deceleration are allowed by repetitive direction orders. This way, an
involuntary or uncontrolled head movement will have a small impact in the trajectory
of the pointer device: accelerating (if the direction of the uncontrolled movement
coincides with the actual direction of the pointer) or decelerating or stopping
(otherwise). The relative implementation allows that, after any tic or spasm, the
location of the pointer in the computer screen is completely predictable and easily
compensated with other voluntary head movements.
The physical mouse has some virtual alternatives to control displacement in an
absolute manner. Some of the non-contact alternatives are based on a camera pointed
to the user to convert user’s head movement in pointer displacement using different
image vision algorithms. In [Gary, 98] the skin color distribution is used for user
detection; in [Grauman, 04] the differences between two consecutive images are used
for eye blink and eyebrow raise detection. Alternatively, some systems require a
manual selection of the area of the face [Betke, 02][Gips, 01]; this area is used as a
template for the following frames and must be located by correlation or template
matching [Kim, 06]. Thus, the template offset displacement is converted in absolute
mouse displacement. In [Tu, 07] the optical flow of the image and a reference
template is computed and converted in mouse movements. In [Brox, 04] the optical
flow is computed defining an energy function that combines brightness, gradient, and
the spatio-temporal smoothness of the images outperforming the results obtained
using only one of these concepts.
Alternatively, other non-contact virtual mouses [Hyun, 04][Reilly, 99] use
infrared illumination for accurate detection and localization of the user. However, this
technique requires a camera with a band pass filter tuned at the infrared wavelength.
Other versions [Gareth, 00][Chen, 99] use infrared illumination but the source is
attached to the user’s head and the camera is used to detect the absolute position of
the source (point with maximum emission).
There are a lot of different alternatives to the vision based systems: in [Pregenzer,
99] the encephalogram data is used for direct virtual mouse control. In [Norris, 97]
the electric patterns of the muscles around the eye are used to estimate the absolute
orientation of the eye. In [Kim, 02] a gyroscope is used to estimate absolute head
orientation.
In this work, a new non-contact relative virtual mouse based on a simplified
implementation of the optical flow [Horn, 81] of consecutive images is proposed. The
virtual device is designed as an alternative to some digital joysticks used by users
with mobility impairments in the upper extremities. The main objectives are fourfold:
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1) detect small head movements and convert into cumulative direction and
acceleration orders for the pointer, 2) detect face gestures and convert into simulated
clicks, 3) use a standard USB low cost webcam as the input device, and 4) develop a
virtual device with low CPU charge. The main improvements compared with other
non-contact virtual mouses are the use of a low cost webcam as the input device and
the detection of different face gestures to simulate the activation of the different
mouse buttons.
This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the basic algorithm for
image movement detection. Section 3 presents algorithms used in the implementation
of the virtual mouse. Section 4 includes some validation results compared with other
input devices. Finally section 5 outlines the conclusions.

2

Optical flow implementation

The principle of the proposed relative virtual mouse is to detect relative user head
movements in one image and convert them in relative mouse displacements. The
basic image processing algorithm used for image motion detection is based on the
computation of the optical flow [Horn, 81][Sun, 02] from two consecutive images IF
and IF-1, where F is the frame order number of an image with M columns and N rows.
The procedure is as follows: first, the actual image is divided in sections of m by n
pixels:

I iF, j ( x, y ) = I F (i ⋅ m + x, j ⋅ n + y )

(1)

where (i,j) are the column and row section index, and (x,y) the relative position of the
pixel in the section.
Next, each section of the actual image, F, is compared with the same area of a
previous image, F-1, using a displacement offset (dx,dy):

[

]

Si , j (d x , d y ) = ∑ I iF, j ( x, y ) − I iF, j−1 (x + d x , y + d y )
x, y

2

(2)

where dx and dy are the displacement offset applied to compare section (i,j) of both
images and Si,j the squared similitude value obtained. As it is well known, the
computation of (2) is time consuming [Brox, 04] and it could be very much optimized
through gradient analysis [Chen, 98]. However, for the purpose of head motion
detection where only a combination of horizontal and vertical movement must be
expected, it could also be simplified to detect motion in these two main horizontal
(Hi,j) and vertical (Vi,j) axis:

H i , j (d x ) = ∑ I iF, j ( x, y ) − I iF, j−1 ( x + d x , y )
x, y

Vi , j (d y ) = ∑ I iF, j ( x, y ) − I iF, j−1 (x, y + d y )
x, y

(3)
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Another advantage of the proposed optical flow implementation for user detection
is that no additional segmentation or interpolation procedures are needed in the
sections where motion is not detected. Additionally, the proposed formulation allows
the creation of four independent motion matrices (L = left, R = right, U = up, D =
down) with:

xmin = x(min H i , j ( x ))

⎧ Ri , j = xmin , if − p ≤ xmin < 0
⎨
⎩ Li , j = xmin , if 0 < xmin ≤ p

(4)

x min = x(min Vi , j ( x ))
⎧U i , j = x min , if − q ≤ x min < 0
⎨
⎩ Di , j = x min , if 0 < x min ≤ q

(5)

where xmin is the position of the minimum value in the functions Hij and Vij. Finally, p
and q are the maximum horizontal (columns) and vertical (rows) offset applied to
each image section.

Figure 1: Motion images L, R, U and D when the user moves the head down.
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Figure 1 shows an example of the motion matrices L, R, U, D when the user
moves the head down. The number of nonzero pixels in the matrices is proportional to
the area in movement while the value of the pixels denotes the intensity of the
movement. Note that the motion matrices have lower resolution than the initial image
because each pixel represents the motion of a complete image section without
overlapping, allowing an extremely fast execution of the motion detection algorithm.
The most important parameters of this image motion detection algorithm are the
size of the sections (m by n) and the limits of the displacement offsets (p,q). Figure 2
shows a representation of the influence of both parameters in the time spend by the
algorithm when analyzing two images of 320x200 pixels of uncorrelated random
noise using a Pentium® D at 3GHz. Figure shows that small section sizes (between
5x5 and 10x10 pixels) can be analyzed very fast, limiting the displacement offset
although large amount of time is needed for larger displacement offsets. On the other
hand, big section sizes require less time to analyze the images because the number of
sections is lower, causing some steps in time dependence as shown in Figure 2.
The final implementation of the virtual mouse uses two values for these
parameters; when the whole image of 640x480 pixels is analyzed the sections have
20x20 pixels and both offsets are limited to 10 pixels; when part of the image is
analyzed (typically 150x200 pixels) the sections have 8x8 pixels and both offsets are
limited to 6 pixels spending 8.3 ms in the analysis with a maximum theoretical frame
rate of 120 frames per second.
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Figure 2: Time spent in optical flow computation using different sections sizes and
offsets.

3

Virtual Mouse Implementation

The virtual mouse was implemented using the optical flow algorithm described in the
previous section for motion detection. The final implementation has the following
independent procedures: A) Initial user detection, B) Cursor movement, and C) Click
detection. The final implementation is written in C for Windows® and the mouse is
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emulated sending typical mouse messages to the operating system. The image from
the camera is obtained with a resolution of 640x480 pixels at 10 frames per second
using the standard Video For Windows® library, allowing the use of any low costs
USB compatible camera with video recording capabilities. Currently, the virtual
mouse is fully developed and can be downloaded at http://robotica.udl.cat.

4

Initial user detection

User detection is the first procedure of the proposed virtual mouse. To this end the
user must be in front of the camera, with the head centered in the images obtained. In
this initial procedure, the four motion matrices of the whole image are computed and
added in one overall cumulative movement image. Finally, ten frames of this
cumulative image are averaged for motion noise reduction. Mouse activation is
performed turning the head from left to right several times. Two turns are enough in
standard illumination conditions (>10 lux) while up to ten times are needed in almost
darkness, although this value is camera dependent. When the cumulative movement
of the head reaches a threshold motion level the square contour of the head can be
located by a simple analysis of the average cumulative image (Figure 3); this area is
defined as a Region of Interest (ROI) for later face centered analysis. Compared with
other methods for face detection [Viola, 04] the main advantage of this proposed
procedure is that initial user detection does not depend on the skin color while its
main disadvantage is that the background must be static during this initial detection.
The robustness of this initial detection defines the robustness of the virtual mouse
because user interaction is based on head and face movements inside this ROI.
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Figure 3: User detection using row and column sum applied to the cumulative
displacement matrix.
This initial procedure could be avoided using a predefined ROI although then the
virtual mouse will be camera-model dependent because typical low cost webcams
from different manufacturers have also very different wide angle lens. Moreover, the
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interpretation of face gestures requires an accurate location in the image and other
alternatives as the manual selection of the area of the face will make less useful and
usable the virtual mouse for people with mobility impairment. As an example figure 4
shows the size of the ROI obtained in this initial user detection corresponding to the
head of one volunteer user for different webcams placed over the monitor and
different distances form the user to the webcam/monitor. The recommended working
distance between monitor and user head is from 50 cm to 70 cm (Figure 4-dotted
ellipse) and procedures for head and face analysis are optimized for ROI sizes from
90x120 to 210x279 pixels. Finally, figure 5 shows the relative error obtained when
measuring the width of the head using the proposed procedure depending on the size
of the sections of the optical flow analysis when the user is at a fixed distance of 55
cm. As section size increases the error also increases proportionally to the webcam
angle of view (38º for Quickcam Pro, 42º for LifeCam, and 51º for Creative Live).
The error is lower (and then the localization is better) for smaller section sizes but to
reduce the time spent in the computation (see Figure 2) the initial user detection is
performed by dividing the initial image of 640x480 pixels in sections of 20x20 pixels
and by limiting the vertical and horizontal search offset to 10 pixels.
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Figure 4: Detected ROI (head) size depending on the distance between user and
webcam.
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Figure 5: Relative error in automatic head width determination depending on section
size used in the optical flow analysis.

5

Cursor Movement

After the initial user detection and localization the virtual mouse must convert head
movements in pointer displacements. To this end, the head movement is obtained
applying the optical flow procedure to the ROI selected (Figure 1) using sections of
8x8 pixels and a matching search offset limited to 6 pixels. Then, the pointer is moved
in the direction of the motion matrix with a higher average value (see Figure 1).
Repeating head movement in the same direction accelerates the pointer whereas a
movement in the opposite direction stops pointer displacement. Combining vertical
and horizontal head movements the user can move the pointer to any place in the
screen. In such conditions any tic, spasm or other uncontrolled head movement has
small impact in the trajectory of the pointer because just accelerates (keeping its
trajectory) or stops the pointer. This is a functional improvement over a virtual mouse
with absolute positioning where the pointer jumps to unexpected locations after an
uncontrolled head movement.

6

Click detection

Finally, the virtual mouse must detect and emulate click actions that is a fundamental
part of human computer interaction. Currently this detection is performed only when
the pointer is in a stop state. Four different and configurable alternatives are
considered using (Figure 6): eye blink, open mouth, eyebrow rise, and a timer. The
automatic click after a predefined time without pointer movement does not require
any optical flow analysis and is very useful at the beginning although very annoying
while working seriously because a lot of unwanted situations are generated by
unexpected clicks. The other methods use the results of the optical flow of the
selected ROI to convert face gestures in click actions in the following manner:
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Figure 6: Facial gestures considered: forced eye blink (left), open mouth (center)
and eyebrow raise (right).
6.1

Eye Blink Detection

Forced eye blink is detected using the motion matrices obtained with the optical flow.
Figure 7 shows the D motion matrix when the user closes the eye (Figure 6-left)
making an unnatural blink; natural eye blinks are extremely fast and are
unappreciable in the image obtained by typical webcams (with very low dynamic
range). Then the typical pattern originated by this unnatural blink can be easily
detected and converted into a click operation by simple analysis of the cumulative
addition of rows and columns (see Figure 7): the cumulative sum of columns has two
peaks while the cumulative sum of the rows has one peak in the middle of the ROI.
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Figure 7: Eye blink detection using row and column sum on D motion matrix.
6.2

Open Mouth Detection

Open Mouth is detected using the motion matrices obtained with the optical flow.
Figure 8 shows the D motion matrix when the user opens the mouth (Figure 6center). In this case the motion is located in the lower part of the matrix. Then the
typical pattern originated by this gesture can be easily detected and converted into a
click operation by simple analysis of the cumulative addition of rows and columns
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(see Figure 8): the cumulative sum of columns has one peak in the center while the
cumulative sum of the rows has one peak in the lower part of the ROI.
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Figure 8: Open mouth detection using row and column sum on D motion matrix.
6.3

Eyebrow Raise Detection

Finally, eyebrow raise is detected using the motion matrices obtained with the optical
flow. Figure 9 shows the U motion matrix when the user raises the eyebrow (Figure
6-right). Nevertheless, in this case, the color of the eyebrow must differ from the color
of the face to be detected by the optical flow analysis. Figure 9 shows the typical
pattern originated by this gesture: the cumulative sum of columns has two peaks while
the cumulative sum of the rows has one peak in the center of the ROI. In this case the
pattern can be easily confused with a forced eye blink because no precise location of
the eyes is available.
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Figure 9: Eyebrow detection using row and column sum on U motion matrix.
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Virtual Mouse Validation

Validation was planned just to compare the performances of several input devices: the
proposed relative virtual mouse, the conventional mouse, a digital joystick, and a
standard touchpad. Validation was performed with nine university volunteer users
without mobility impairments and very familiar with computers; specific usability test
with end-users will be performed in the near future. Results obtained for all users
were very similar. Figures 10 to 13 shows the results obtained with one user to
improve visual interpretation.
The validation experiment was performed over a computer screen of 1280x800
pixels with all pointer enhancements offered by the operating system disabled. During
the experiment one target appears in a random position of the screen waiting for the
user click, then a new target appears in another random position of the screen at a
fixed radius distance from the previous target. The trajectory and clicks were
registered using an additional software utility.
Figure 10 shows the absolute position of five targets and the trajectory followed
by the all input devices selected. The trajectory of the conventional mouse is the most
linear for all targets while the trajectory of the touchpad is the most erratic and
requires more corrections during the movement.
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Figure 10: Position of five random targets (radius of 400 pixels) and input devices
trajectory.
Figure 11 shows the relative error obtained when comparing the real distance
between targets and the trajectory of the input devices. As expected, the maximum
error (and the worst trajectory) corresponds to the touchpad and the minimum error
corresponds to the conventional mouse. The error originated by the proposed virtual
mouse and the joystick have intermediate values. Figure 12 shows the average speed
between consecutive targets. The speed of the mouse and touchpad are very large
whereas the speed of the joystick and the virtual mouse is very similar although
highly depended on the device configuration as initial speed of the pointer. Finally,
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figure 13 shows one example of relative trajectory between two targets. The virtual
mouse is the slower device because untrained users do not accelerate the pointer with
additional head movements while the joystick continuously accelerates just keeping
the stick pressed.
One important user report during the validation experiments performed with the
virtual mouse is that the stress in the muscles of the face is lower when using the
mouth for the clicks; this is because moving the mouth is more natural than closing
the eye or raising the eyebrow. Finally, testing the virtual mouse in different
computers equipped with Pentium® 4, Pentium® D, and Core™ 2 Quad the CPU
charge was from 1% to 10% performing normal operations as text typing and web
surfing.
Validation results confirm the utility of the optical flow algorithm for head
motion and face gesture detection. Future work will be centered in the improvement
of the control of the pointer through the reduction of the number of head turns needed
to accelerate the pointer in large displacements. The detection of different facial
gestures allows the configuration of the left-click, right-click, and double-click mouse
functions but future work will be also focused on the analysis of the pointer trajectory
for automatic click generation as a way to reduce the number of facial gestures
performed by the user. After these improvements, the relative virtual mouse will be
ready for a large usability test with a statistical representative sample of end-users.
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Figure 11: Average relative distance error between targets
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Figure 13: Relative trajectory followed by the input devices between two targets.

8

Conclusions

In this work, a new implementation of a non-contact relative virtual mouse is
proposed as an alternative input device in the case of people with mobility
impairments in the upper extremities and reduced head control. The virtual mouse is
based on the interpretation of head movements and face gesture through a low cost
camera and the optical flow of the images. Validation results obtained with people
without impairments show performances close to a digital joystick but far away from
a conventional mouse. Future work will be centered in two aspects: the reduction of
the number of head turns needed to accelerate the pointer, and the supervision of the
trajectory of the pointer for automatic click generation as a way to reduce the number
of facial gestures performed by the user.
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